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How to beat undyne the undying easy

Hey guys! Here's Paniappalyshon, and I'm taking back a guide I made before. So this guide took me a very long time to make it and I tried a ton in it so That I hope: Smile: This is, How to Defeat Yondini Immortal: green_heart:: green_heart: Attack Inguinal: green_heart: Yondini Immortal is a much faster attack ingrate than normal Yondini,
so here is the attack ingt. (*). This means that spears are normally changed from normal to gold or gold. (1. ↑ → : ← ↑ ← > → > ← ↑) (2 ← ← → ← ← ← → ← ←. ← → ← ← → → ← → ← → ←) (3. (Tup: Move a little at a time.) (5. Floating arrows going up. (The arrow's peter) left, East, Right, Left, Left, East, Right, Right, East, Right,
Left, Right, Right, East (6. ← ↑ → * ← → ← ↑ )(7. ↑ ← ↑ → ↑ → ← ↑↑ (8. ← ↑ * → * → *→ )(9. Chakma through sphere of spears.) (Tp: Slide between two spears) (10. E.g. No. 9.) (11. ← * → ↑ * ↑ ← *→ * ↑ → ← )(12. ← → * ↑ * ← → * ← → ↑ * ← → * *) (13. ← * → * ↑ * * → * ← ← → → * ↑ * ← ) (14. → ← * ↑ ← ← ↑ → ← * ↑ ← → * → ↑
→ ↑ ← ↑) (15. Circle of Spears but at present less of them But they will cross each other after reaching east) (Tup: Small movement but once it is quickly off, run away from the circle and focus on The Sachal Spears.) (16. Spheres of Spears Type 1.) (17. Avoid the sachal arrow) (18. The top arrow (the arrow's) east, right, left, east, left,
middle, right, medium, right, left, medium, left, east, right spheres of type 2.) (3. Spheres of Spears Type 1.) Yondini should be dead: Sabakna:: green_heart: Items: green_heart: green_heart: This item can be found in the falls, this item can be found in the falls and tear is much more attack than notebook and you can get before fighting
Yondini. green_heart: Cloudy glasses– I think they increase the duration of your anvanakabalaty because it is useful for the postwar stages that you decide because yondini is destroying you, but there is a little less defense than the old tote. : green_heart: Healing Items-In-It has healing items that heal more than 20 HP such as cinnamon
rabbits and ice-piece.                      : green_heart: Tips: green_heart:: green_heart: Attack every turn until you heal. Save your best healing items for later rounds like snow piece. : green_heart: Make sure you have more than 20HP less before you attack. If you do not, then heal. : green_heart: Try to make your loss maximum as you want
to cut the amount of rounds you fight with Yondini. Okay guys, I hoped he helped a lot! I'll put #CuratorReview on it because I would appreciate it if it feels so nobody has a bad time fighting immortality. (He took me 11 i finally tried to beat him.) As always, it was Paniappalyshon. see you! : green_heart: Go Team Vaterfallars Fadu!!!
#Waterfallers for the #TeamwaterFalli feature guys! From Undertale Wiki, you can escape from war to rearrange your attack speed once your spirit mode has been changed to red. They will catch up with you again, but at least later attacks will be less demonised. If you are trying to save him for a shantiani run, then continue to run until
you reach the hot ground where he will fall and the fight will end. At which point a date with it inlock water flowed over it, a need to reach the true Shantiwadi end. If you're going for a neutral path, you will switch between running and need it to attack it as long as it is defeated, even though it gets to 0 HP, he will be determined to be cleft
and continue to fight for a few more twists. Although every turn in his attacks slows down, your attacks will be nothing so you have to reduce his last attack. Because of this and war can be very difficult, because it is probably better to run away from the fight if you probably don't want to save it. If you're going in the path of genocide, this
fight can't be avoided and is very difficult, so I can only offer a suggestion unless you remember the path of its attacks. Note: It will be used only to report spem, ads, and difficulty (harassment, fighting, or non-raw) letters. Undertale General Debate &gt; Topic Details Immortal Suggestions Yondini? * Suppliers below* Can I get some tips
on defeating the everless Yondini in genocide? I'm able to block bullets easily, but I'm always hit by spears. Any help is appreciated. Thanks. Note: It will be used only to report spem, ads, and difficulty (harassment, fighting, or non-raw) letters. While it's all about making friends, sometimes you're intending for a specific route so some lives
have to lay down. If you're in trouble, here's how to defeat Yondini in immortality. How to defeat Yondini in a genocide If you are intending to go a genocide path, you will not find any option but your games To kill every creature that come across. Yondini is one of those immortals, and they will not go down without a fight. Before you try to
kill him, make sure you first stock up on healing items. Sea tea is a good choice because it too Ensure that you have speed in undertale, but to stock up on other items that restore more health. When you know you will not be able to survive the next round, just make sure to heal. Do not waste any healing items, especially when you may
need them later. For weapons, you want to keep an eye on the belay shoes that give you three bars instead of one when you attack. Yondini has some extremely fast attack speed in the immortal Undertale. If you're not smart they'll manage you to be unsure with your spears. You want to bring along some cloudy glasses and/or tear
notebooks to boost your symbol. If he starts using his red circle attacks, you'll want to stay on the walls and you can always escape through a gap so you want to try to position himory. Its attacks will eventually start to speed up, so start moving from top to left and right to avoid any incoming damage. Always be on this move so you don't
open any of his attacks. If you are intending for the Shantiwadi route, how to defeat Shantiwadi in an undertale, however, the option pop up when you take the chance to run away to be sure of it. Keep the pressure to run into the cave and continue to run whenever they get you. After a certain approach, they will end the fight. There's really
not much to beat Yondini in a shantiwadi run, it's just a case of consistent walking away from war, like good shanties you are. There are much more necessary tips on how to defeat the immortals in Undertale. If you need more tips and tricks on the game, be sure to look for Twinfinite. Well then, I'm on genocide, obviously. When Yondini
changed to immortal, I killed many times, I didn't count it, it was 82 in the end. But I had some ideas that I had cloudy glasses that exhibit long, it's good but when I checked my weapons again, I had to tear the notebook, I was back and checked, it was attack 2. I felt so dumb after that which is why I dropped my own black shoes because I
wanted to get more items. Although, it's probably just me that his attacks are inimitable on the dodaing. I have 1400 loss on it with notebooks. So weapons and coaches can't help too much, what tips to use for the items? I have 3 ice pieces, 3 sea teas, and 3 cinnamon banis. I find sea tea useful on samsara spears, but it does not heal too
much, and sometimes I need HP because I suck at circular spears dodgang. Some say I have to move into the clockwise movement, I have done and I have hit many times yet. Please help? 13 Comments
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